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. .. The ratios of these average values to continuum boundarylayer theory have been plotted as a function of Re2 in Fig. 3 .
The curve representing a lea t-squares fit of the data reported in Ref. 1 has also been included in this figure. Although the results from this investigation are in agreement with this curve, it should be noted that the data at the lo\\·er Reynolds numbers are primarily from the 0.250 in. model tested at J/1 ,..., 4.0. In view of t his and the experimental scatter, a firm conclusion regarding an increase over boundary-layer theory is not considered justified. The results are therefore considered to be in agreement with boundary-layer theory over the range of Rey nolds numbers investigated . However, since the trends predicted by the analyses of Refs. 6-lie within the experimental scatter, it is possible that small second-order effects are present . Reference to Fig. 1 shows that the experimental results of Ferri et aJ.3. s as well as the t heories of Ferri 3 and Cheng 4 arc significantly higher, and also show a deviation from continuum boundary-layer theory at much higher Reynolds numbers. It is noted that the data of Ferri et al. were obtained at higher stagnation temperatures ( ,...,2300° compared to 530°R ). This has been advanced as the reason for the differences in the theoretical predictions and experimental results. This explanation is, hO\rn\·cr, questioned by Van Dyke.s R efere n ces • Cheng, H. K., " Hypersonic shock-layer theory of the stagnation region at low Reynolds number, '' Proceedings of the 1961 Heat Transfer and Fluid Jfechanics Institute (Stanford L'niversit,y • Press, tanford, Calif., 1962) , pp. 161-175. • Ferri, A. and Zakkay, , . ., ":.\Ieasu rements of stagnation point heat transfer at low Reynolds numbers," J . Aerospace ci. 29, 847-50 ( 1962 
E
XPERil\fE KTAL measurements of test time were obtained in the GALCIT 17-in. shock tube 1 using both air and argon for driven gases. One series of tests was conducted using a constant driver pressure (pure helium) for \'arious initial pressures of t he driven gases. Another series was conducted using air for t he driven gas at various initial pressures holding the shock Mach number constant . The data are presented and compared to theoretical predictions computed from the theory in two recent papers by :\Iirels for the case of a laminar 2 and turbulent3 wall boundary layer. Test times were obtained at the centerline of the shock tube using two different contact surface probes to detect arrival of the contact urface (in a manner similar to that described in Ref. 4); t hese were a stagnation-point heat-transfer gage and a cold-wire gage. The stagnation-point heat-transfer gage consisted of a thin platinum film depo ited on at-in.-diam quartz rod. The cold-wire probe consisted of a 0.0005-in.-diam platinum wire; because of its lo\\· resistance, it was useful at higher.:\Iach numbers for avoiding horting by the slightly ionized gas (particularly argon) . Initially, it was felt that the lifetime of the stagnation-point heat-transfer gage would be longer than that of the cold wire, but this was found not to be the case, and so the cold-wire probe was used to obtain all the data for the series of constant :\Iach number tests. For the very low initial pre ures of the d riven gas (pi ~ 100 µHg), it \YaS possible to measure the shock-wa\'e contact-surface separation distance (and thus test time) from a station a few centimeters from the end wall (x. = 20.332 m from the diaphragm). Test times for the higher initial pressures were obtained at a station farther from the end wall (x. = 16.668 m).
In order to determine the t.ime between shock passage and transition (if any) to a turbulent boundary layer, the response of a thin-film resistance gage on the side wall was recorded along with the oscillograph recording of the voltage change of t he contact surface probe during each test. Transition Reynolds numbers as defined in Refs. 5 and 6 were found to be bet\Yeen 2 X 10 5 and 4 X 10 8 • Received November 5, 1963 T his work was carried out under the sponsorship of X ASA. F ig . 1 T est time vs initial pressu re p i, con stan t d r ive r series, u sing argon for the driven gas. S h ock l\f ach numb e r indica ted for each e xpe riJne n tal point.
The results presented in Figs. 1 and 2 were obtained using helium at a constant driver pressure. Initial pressures Pi of the driYen gas ranged from 50 µHg to 20 mm Hg (7.12 ;::: JI.
;::: 2. 1) for air and from 10 µHg to 15 mm Hg (8.1 ;::: JI. ;::: 3.13) for argon. The ideal test time was computed for each te t condition and appears as the uppermost curve in both Figs. 1 and 2. The theoretically predicted test times were computed using ::-.I irels' laminar 2 and turbulent 3 theories and are pre ented "ith the data in Figs. 1 and 2 . The fact that the laminar and turbulent theoretical predictions nearly fair into one another in Fig. 2 is an accidental consequence of the particular dri,·er conditions used.
Agreement between the data and theoretical predictions seem to be slightly better for air than for argon. For the argon data (10 µ Hg s Pi s 35 µ Hg), the obsen·ed test times are about 303 greater than the values predicted by the laminar theory, whereas for 35 µ Hg s Pi s 1 mm Hg they are within 103 . At the lower pressures this discrepancy may occur becau e the separation distance between the shock and contact surface is then of the order of a tube diameter. and the assumptions of the theory may be somewhat ,·iolated. Figure 2 shows that the obsen·ed test time in air is "·ithin 103 of the rnlue predicted by the laminar theory (50 µHg S Pi s 1 mm Hg). Howe,·er, in the region where the turbulent theory is expected to be \•alid. the obsen·ed test times in air are approximately 103 Iess than these predicted, and in argon the test times are 253 greater than those predicted. The systematic di crepancy between the theory and measurements for argon in the turbulent case is puzzling when compared ''ith the good agreement for air.
A constant shock ::-.rach number of 4.23 (±23) was obtained for rnrious initial pre sures p 1 of air by using rnrious £ .e I 6 s 1 0 INITIAL PRESSURE,P 1 ,mm Hg F ig. 2 Tesl time vs i nitia l pressure P h cons ta n t driver series, u s ing a ir for the dri ven gas. S h ock Iac h n umb er i ndica ted for e a c h e xper iinental point. .... mixtures of helium and nitrogen in the dri,·er. The experimental test time and corresponding theoretical predictions for this series are presented in Fig. 3 . At the low initial pressures, the test time increases rapidly "ith increasing pressure. When transition to a turbulent boundary layer begins to occur ahead of the contact surface, the test time is reduced due to the greater displacement thickness of the turbulent boundary layer (which allows more mass to "leak" past the contact surface). The transition point mo\·es farther ahead of the contact surface as the pressure is increased. The effect of the transition mo,·ing farther ahead of the contact surface is to reduce t.est time further, and for a mall range of pressures (1.5 mm Hg ;5 p 1 ;5 4 mm Hg) this effect is greater than the increasin"" effect on the test time due to the increasing initial pressure, and so the test t ime continues to decrease as the pressure is raised. Eventually, the effect of increasing initial pressure on test time is greater than the effect of the forward movement of the transition point, and the test time increases again. Here also the agreement between theory and experiment is within 103 where the theory applies. l\I irels states that the limits of application of the laminar theory is dp 1 $ 0.5 and the turbulent theory dp1 ;:; 5 (d = tube diameter in inche . Pi = initial pressure in centimeters of mercury). Therefore, in the 17-in. shock tube we would expect to obsen ·e a transition region from the ca e where the boundan· laYer is entireh· laminar (Pi ;:S 300 µHg) to where it is pred.omi.nantly turbu"Ient (Pi ;:; 3 mm Hg). In Figs. 1 and 2 this reo-ion is disguised due to the changing ::-.Iach number alono-the cun-es. However, from Fig. 3 it appears that the tra~ition region in our shock tube is somewhat higher in pressure, approximately 1.5 mm Hg ;5 Pi ;5 5 mm Hg. The higher transition Reynolds number is probably due to the very smooth (honed) urface of this stainless-steel shock tube.
The laminar theory seems to give a very good estimate of test time when the boundary layer between the shock and contact surface is entirely laminar. and the turbulent theory eems to give a reasonable estimate when the boundary layer is at lea t 503 turbulent. R e feren ces 1 Liepmann, H. W., Roshko, A., Coles,~. , a~d Sturtevant, B., "A 17-inch diameter shock tube for studies rn rarefied gasdynamics." Rev. ci. Instr. 33, 625-631 ( 1962) . 2 :.\Ii~els, H., " Test time in low pressure shock tubes," Phys. Fluids6, 1201 Fluids6, -1214 Fluids6, (1963 . a :.\Iirels. H., " Shock tube test time limitation due to turbulent wall boundardayer," AIAA J . 2, 4-93 (1964) .
• Ro hko, .~., " On Bow duration in low-pressure shock tubes," PhYs. Fluids 3 , 35-42 (1960) . . i. :.\Iirels, H., " Boundary layer behind shock or thin expans10n wave moving into stationary flu id," XACA T~ 3712 (1956).
G Hartunian, R. A., Russo, A. L., and :.\Iarrone, P . V., " Boundary layer transition and heat transfer in shock tubes," J . Aerospace Sci. 27 , 5 7-594 (1960 ).
